Just follow the day and reach for the sun!

—The Polyphonic Spree
“Light and Day”
This is a one page sample Precept Post from Wonder Notebook & Activity Unit. The unit contains graphic organizers for an interactive notebook and game activities covering vocabulary, constructive response writing, and skill practice.

This packet includes the following:

Lesson Plans at a Glance

Vocabulary
- Vocabulary List
- Vocabulary Bookmarks
- Vocabulary Word Cards
- Vocabulary Practice Booklet
- Vocabulary Test

34 Constructive Writing Questions/Alignment to the Common Core State Standards

Activities to do with the Book
- Genetics Activities
- Egyptian Exhibit
- Science Fair

Skill Practice/Alignment to the Common Core State Standards
- Prefix and Suffix Organizers for sub-, pro-, and -ward -ous
- Prefix and Suffix Group Activity
- Root Words Organizers – Hexagon Fold for super scrib
- Loop Game using Root Words
- Figurative Language Response Cards
- Figurative Language Organizer – Three Flaps Flip
- Figurative Language Quotes from Novel
- Personification Jeopardy
- Context Clues Organizer – Six Door Flip
- Context Clues Activities
- Comma Rules Organizer – Cards with Rules and Storage Pocket
- Comma Activity
- Parts of Speech (Conjunctions) Organizer – Pamphlet Fold
- Conjunction Activity – Conjunction Posters
- Homonym Organizer – 2 Flaps Flip
- Homograph Activity
- Homograph Activity

Get Wonder from Teachers Pay Teachers here.